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From School Aid to Student Aid: Modernizing K-12 Funding in Michigan

The unique shock of COVID-19 has amplified the pressure on rigidly designed school systems to
adapt effectively to serve students with increasingly varying and diverse needs. Extended school
building closures reshaped the day-to-day and familiar activities of faculty and staff in the short
run, while business closures and private sector layoffs threatened key sources of school tax
revenue. Yet federal relief funds arrived in multiple waves, not only ensuring the status quo level
of funding but also providing an unprecedented injection of new cash into the state's K-12
system.6 Looking to the future, Michigan should focus on tying education dollars more directly to
student needs and choices and on empowering educator flexibility to meet changing local needs.
This combined challenge compels a close look at the state's approach to funding and delivering K12 education. If the primary focus of policymakers shifts from preserving institutional structures and
prerogatives to meeting the needs of students and their families, the challenge may well prove
fruitful. The time is right to reform Michigan's bureaucratic infrastructure and develop a funding
model that better adapts to personal learning needs. This should apply broadly to an array of
education revenue streams. Put simply, student aid should take precedence over school aid.

K-12 Enrollment Trends: Slow Decline And Sudden Disruption
Although parents and students have some ability to choose among public schools, the existing
system of K-12 funding has historically operated on the presumption that regional government
entities possess taxation power to fund the provision ofeducation services to all children who live
inside their boundaries. Michigan's 537 conventional school districts, governed by locally elected
boards of education, are set up as the default formal learning option.7
Beginning in the early 1990s, Michigan lawmakers created a few exceptions to this standard model
of providing public education services. Most districts now serve at least some nonresident
students who live in neighboring districts but enroll via the Schools of Choice program. Districts
enrolling such students get state aid on their behalf, and a growing number of districts have
participated as their enrollments of resident students have shrunk over time. More students means
more dollars under Proposal A, an opportunity for districts to grow budgets that no longer
strictly depend on local tax revenues or population growth.
Charter schools - known in Michigan statute as public school academies - enroll more than
10% of public school students throughout Michigan, most commonly in low-income urban
communities. First authorized in 1994, charter schools are independently governed public
schools. Their funding depends entirely on families opting to enroll their children. While charter
school enrollment consistently grew over the last two decades, the combined student count in
public schools has fallen every year since 2003.8
Schooling options in the private sector have shrunk over time, too. In fact, religious and
independent schools have faced even larger losses, at least to the extent comparable data is
available. From 2009 to 2017, the 13.9% enrollment decline in Michigan private schools eclipsed
the 8.4% loss experienced by public schools over the same period.9 Even if every private school
and home school student in Michigan had enrolled instead in a district or charter school, the total
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*

In 2002-03, total Michigan public school enrollment exceeded 1,713,000. The best and most recent available population estimates show

1,682,280 Michigan children ages 3 to 17 enrolled in any kind of school in 2018. “Historical Student Enrollment Counts Data” (Center for
Educational Performance and Information, 2021), https://perma.cc/9CBW-6HUP; “Table S0901: Children Characteristics: 2014-2018
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates: Michigan” (U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey), https://perma.cc/FJR6AEDP.
†

Michigan is forecast to experience an 8.4% decline in public school enrollment between 2016 and 2028. “Table 203.20: Enrollment in

public elementary and secondary schools, by region, state, and jurisdiction: Selected years, fall 1990 through fall 2028” (U.S. Dept. of
Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics, March 2019), https://perma.cc/G2A5-NZDE.
‡

Between 2002-03 and 2017-18, the city’s estimated school-aged population (5-18) declined by 88,700, accounting for about 83% of the

district’s enrollment decline.

* As of the end of fiscal year 2020, the last full year of available data, Michigan public schools reported receiving a total of $40.3 million in

COVID relief, less than 1% of the total allocated relief funds combined from the three different, federal, COVID-19 relief bills. Funds will be
available for several years. The last and largest pot of federal aid must be obligated by September 2024.
See Ben DeGrow, "Adding Up the Extra COVID-19 Funding for Michigan Public Schools" (Mackinac Center for Public Policy, April 20,
2021), https://www.mackinac.org/S2021-01.
†

Kathryn Summers, “Overview of K-12 / School Aid” (Michigan Senate Fiscal Agency, Feb. 2019), Table 8, https://perma.cc/CSZ7-CFT3.

Exceptions to this rule are few: 1) Public school academies in their first year are funded based on a 50-50 blend of the relevant October and
February counts of the current year; 2) Sparsely populated districts with fewer than 1,550 pupils enrolled can average student counts going
back up to three years to lessen the effect of declining enrollment, provided they do not also receive specially designated funding for
isolated rural districts. See MLC § 388.1606(4)(i), (x) and “State School Aid Update” (Michigan Department of Education, Oct. 2018), vol.
27, no. 1, https://perma.cc/YBQ2-MBH2.

*

The 75% weight based on the prior year's enrollment is also referred to as a “super blend.” Jacqueline Mullen, Jenny McInerney and

Samuel Christensen, “K-12 Education During COVID-19: Return to Learn and Funding Provisions” (Michigan House Fiscal Agency, Nov.
20, 2020), 1, https://perma.cc/T2MK-B9ZR.
†

“Consensus Revenue Agreement Executive Summary: Economic and Revenues Forecasts, Fiscal Years 2021, 2022 and 2023” (State

of Michigan, May 21, 2021), https://perma.cc/8WQT-JE58. That forecast may be further adjusted upward after May 2021 School Aid Fund
revenues came in nearly $300 million above projections. See “Monthly Revenue Report” (Michigan Senate Fiscal Agency, May 2021),
https://perma.cc/A4G5-EZDK.
‡

The gap was nearly 56% two years earlier. Kathryn Summers, “Overview of K-12 / School Aid” (Michigan Senate Fiscal Agency, Feb.

2019), Table 6, https://perma.cc/CSZ7-CFT3.

*

Author’s calculation based on data from the Michigan Department of Education and Center for Educational Performance and

Information. Total foundation allowance spending was derived from combining two pieces of information: 1) Each district’s 2019-20
foundation allowance amount, and 2) Calculating state aid membership from each district’s audited FTE pupil membership for fall 2019 and
spring 2019. “2019-2020 School District Foundation Amounts” (Michigan Department of Education), https://perma.cc/8VRQ-AD5Q; “District
FTE Pupil Counts” (Center for Educational Performance and Information), https://www.mischooldata.org/historical-district-fte-pupil-counts;
“2019-2020 State Aid Financial Status Report” (Michigan Department of Education, 2020), https://perma.cc/CXM6-X2ZM.
†

Author’s calculations based on "Line Item and Boilerplate Summary: School Aid, Fiscal Year 2019-20, Public Act 58 of 2019, House Bill

4242 as Enacted, Including Vetoes and Supplemental Appropriations through December 31, 2019" (Michigan House Fiscal Agency, Jan.
2020), 2, https://perma.cc/WR3P-XPFT. The amount represents the sum of appropriations for Sec. 22a ($4.943 billion) and Sec. 22b
($4.556 billion).
‡

Small districts with vacation destinations typically have a large amount of high-value property they can assess, because the second

homes and vacation properties are subject to the 18-mill nonhomestead local property tax.
§

Author’s calculations based on “2019-2020 State Aid Financial Status Report” (Michigan Department of Education, 2020),

https://perma.cc/CXM6-X2ZM; “Historical Student Enrollment Counts Data File” (Center for Educational Performance and Information),
https://www.mischooldata.org/historical-student-enrollment-counts-data-file. Out-of-formula districts receive no state aid in the form of the
foundation allowance. The 39 out-of-formula districts enrolled 8,632 students in 2019-20, or 0.6% of the state’s total headcount of
1,444,258.

*

In 2007-08, Michigan school districts and charter schools took in $12.147 billion through the foundation allowance, 70.7% of $17.172

billion in total revenue. Twelve years later, only $11.78 billion out of $18.745 billion in total revenue arrived through the foundation
allowance. Subtracting federal funds, the foundation allowance went from 75% of revenues in 2008 to 68% in 2020. Using a slightly
different methodology, the Edunomics Lab measured Michigan’s student-based allocations at 67% of combined local and state revenues in
fiscal year 2018. Michigan ranked 11th out of the 29 states analyzed. See “Student-Based Allocation: Doling Out Dollars Based on Student
Needs” (Edunomics Lab, 2022), https://perma.cc/4L26-2JRH.
†

See “School Aid Archives” (Michigan House Fiscal Agency), https://www.house.mi.gov/hfa/Archives/SchoolAidArchive.asp. The initial

allocations under Section 147 for Fiscal Year 2011-12 totaled $288 million, a figure that has only grown since.

*

“Budget Briefing: School Aid” (Michigan House Fiscal Agency, Jan. 2019), 6, 15, https://perma.cc/4R55-ZAQ8. This figure can quickly

be determined by subtracting the state’s foundation allowance spending ($9,431,000,00) from total state School Aid spending
($13,098,645,300), which includes the total allocations from both restricted funds and the general fund.
†

MCL § 388.1641. For 2019-20, the Legislature appropriated anywhere from $100 for each English language learner with the highest

proficiency to $900 for each learner with the lowest proficiency.
‡

MCL § 388.1631a(2), (4). The figure is derived from a calculation of a “statewide weighted average foundation allowance” that

calculates all the foundation allowance dollars allocated up to the target rate and divides the total by the number of full-time equivalent
students in membership. The resulting figure of $8,214 is then multiplied by the statutory weight of .115, to approximate $920. Districts with
foundation allowances above the minimum level generally receive at-risk funding at 35% of the standard allocation. See also “FundEd:
Poverty Funding Policies in Each State” (EdBuild), https://perma.cc/U5F7-RSPN.

*

Most K-12 federal revenues are appropriated through the state budget process: $1.75 billion out of $1.955 billion in fiscal year 2019-20,

as reported in National Public Education Financial Survey data and "Line Item and Boilerplate Summary: School Aid, Fiscal Year 2019-20,
Public Act 58 of 2019, House Bill 4242 as Enacted, Including Vetoes and Supplemental Appropriations through December 31, 2019"
(Michigan House Fiscal Agency, Jan. 2020), https://perma.cc/WR3P-XPFT.
†

The three largest federal appropriations are: Section 31d - School Lunch Program for low-income children ($537.2 million); Section

39a(1) - Title I funding for disadvantaged children ($535 million); and Section 51a – Special Education ($431 million). Together, they make
up about 86% of the $1.746 billion federal appropriation in Michigan’s school aid budget. "Line Item and Boilerplate Summary: School Aid,
Fiscal Year 2019-20, Public Act 58 of 2019, House Bill 4242 as Enacted, Including Vetoes and Supplemental Appropriations through
December 31, 2019" (Michigan House Fiscal Agency, Jan. 2020), https://perma.cc/WR3P-XPFT.

*

Author’s calculations based on “Financial Reports: FID Data Files: School Year 2019-20 Financial Revenue, Balance Sheet, ESP Data”

(Center for Educational Performance and Information), https://www.mischooldata.org/historical-financial-reports. Total includes all revenues
from property tax levies reported by districts for debt service and capital projects.
†

Author’s calculations based on estimating 2019-20 charter schools’ foundation allowance revenue at $1.176 billion, by multiplying

minimum foundation allowance rate of $8,111 by state-audited FTE pupil membership count of 144,997.69 (90% of Fall 2019 and 10% of
Spring 2019). Estimated foundation allowance revenue then subtracted from calculation made from the state revenue for all public school
academies ($1.294 billion), as reported in NPEFS, 2019-20 data. State funding outside the foundation allowance are estimated at $3.64
billion; less Section 147, the total is a little under $2.3 billion.

*

Author’s calculation based on 2019-20 NPEFS data. Michigan ISDs collected $996.1 million in state revenues. The state made roughly

$3.64 billion in school aid allocations outside the foundation allowance.
†

Author’s calculation based on 2019-20 NPEFS data. Michigan’s total K-12 federal revenue was nearly $1.955 billion.

‡

Peer-reviewed research has found that inequities in special education funding are “exacerbated by Michigan’s Intermediate School

Districts.” See Michael Conlin and Meg Jalilevand, “Systemic Inequities in Special Education Financing,” Journal of Education Finance, vol.
41, no. 1 (Summer 2015): 85, https://perma.cc/X4MQ-Q9Z5.
§

Author’s calculations based on CEPI’s “Financial Information Database,” https://www.mischooldata.org/historical-financial-reports and

“Special Education Enrollment,” https://www.mischooldata.org/historical-special-education-enrollment. Inequitable special education funding
among ISDs has been documented for some time. For the most notable and comprehensive output, see “Financing Special Education:
Analyses and Challenges” (Citizens Research Council of Michigan, Report No. 378, March 2012), https://perma.cc/XXZ8-DADM.

*

Tom Gantert, “Public Schooling Interests Recommend Spending More On Public Schooling” (Michigan Capitol Confidential, Feb. 2,

2018), https://perma.cc/PXY9-9FC3. The price tag is likely somewhat smaller today. In May 2021, the School Finance Research
Collaborative released an update of its recommended base per-student cost from $9,590 to $10,421, an 8.7% increase in raw dollars. See
“Update to Costing Out the Base Resources Needed to Meet Michigan’s Standards and Requirements” (Augenblick, Palaich & Associates,
2021), https://perma.cc/9PB5-LUA4. Over the same three-year period, state-level NPEFS data shows that current per-pupil spending rose
by 9.5%, while statewide enrollment declined.

*

A long track record of research identifies no consistent relationship between a teacher attaining a master’s degree and student

performance. See Marguerite Roza and Raegan T. Miller, “Separation of Degrees: State-by-State Analysis of Teacher Compensation for
Master’s Degrees” (Center on Reinventing Public Education, July 2009), https://perma.cc/3456-FYFT. Researchers identified billions of K12 dollars spent annually on these “master’s bumps.” More recent research confirms a positive effect for a master’s degree in mathematics
on middle and high school math instruction, but no such effect for most degrees, including some that have a slight negative effect on
teaching quality. See Kevin C. Bastian, "A Degree Above? The Value-Added Estimates and Evaluation Ratings of Teachers with a
Graduate Degree" (Education Finance and Policy, Fall 2019) vol. 14, no. 4: 652-678, https://perma.cc/DC3Z-329F. Regarding seniority, a
recent study not only affirms findings that the average teacher improves rapidly in their first four years and more modestly up to year 10, but
also identifies wide variation in trend lines, such that more effective teachers tend to continue improving longer. This implies that paying
teachers based on seniority matters little to the overall effectiveness of a school’s ability to teach children. See Matthew A. Kraft, John P.
Papay and Olivia L. Chi, "Teacher Skill Development: Evidence from Performance Ratings by Principals" (EdWorkingPaper, Annenburg
Institute for School Reform at Brown University): 19-97, https://perma.cc/5CZC-4582.

*

Katharine O. Strunk et al., “Partnership Turnaround: Year Two Report” (Education Policy Innovation Collaborative at Michigan State

University, Oct. 2020), https://perma.cc/77SZ-QZCW. As of fiscal year 2021, the state annually kicked in about $6 million from the school
aid budget to underwrite the program. See also “School Aid Section-by-Section Highlights- Boilerplate Only, Fiscal Year 2020-21” (Michigan
Senate Fiscal Agency, July 14, 2021), https://perma.cc/Y35J-KSDP.
†

Matthew J. Brouillette, “What Are Intermediate School Districts?” (Mackinac Center for Public Policy, Michigan Education Report, Feb.

10, 2000), https://www.mackinac.org/2709; “School District Organization in Michigan” (Citizens Research Council of Michigan, November
1990), 4, https://perma.cc/JT5G-ACQC. In 1960 the state had 2,149 districts serving 1.62 million pupils; five years later there were 1,227

districts and 1.92 million pupils. Most of the consolidation occurred among primary districts that did not operate a high school. Still, the
number of comprehensive districts declined from 582 in 1960 to 545 in 1965.
*

The four were Inkster City School District (Wayne), Buena Vista School District (Saginaw), Willow Run School District (Washtenaw) and

Palo Community School District (Ionia). Other districts annexed in the past decade include Freesoil Community School District (Mason),
Galien Township School District (Berrien), Port Hope Community Schools (Huron), Albion Public Schools and Arenac Eastern School
District. In 2011, the Britton-Macon and Deerfield districts in Lenawee County merged to form Britton-Deerfield Schools.
†

Michael F. Rice, “Quarterly Report to the Legislature on Deficit Districts” (Michigan Department of Education, Sept. 24, 2021),

attachment A, https://perma.cc/HC4K-5NUW. Of the 17 districts that began fiscal 2020 in deficit, state analysts project eight will end up in
the black. No new deficit districts were identified.

* Author’s calculations based on 2019-20 NPEFS data. Out of 294 public school academies, 272 of them, or 92.5%, reported spending

more on instructional purchased services than instructional salaries, a strong indicator of contracting.

*

Michigan could follow a model set up by U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos to incentivize funding that bypasses district offices

and puts more discretionary money into the hands of local school leaders. See Marguerite Roza, “DeVos Proposed $50 Million for Districts

to Decentralize Federal Money, to Put Schools in the Driver’s Seat. It’s a Smart Idea” (The 74, March 27, 2019), https://perma.cc/8345EAVS; Aaron Garth Smith, “Why We Should Send Education Dollars Directly to Schools” (The Hill, Oct. 29, 2019), https://perma.cc/JPU9AW9F; Andrew Ujifusa, “Betsy DeVos Announces Aid to Help Create 'Student-Centered' Funding Systems” (Education Week, May 12,
2020), https://perma.cc/4AQA-ANZK.

*

Direct certification means that local education officials make students whose families qualify for certain other federal aid programs

automatically eligible for subsidized school meals, by matching student enrollment information with data from other government agencies.
See “MSDS Direct Certification Report (Center for Educational Performance and Information, 2022), https://perma.cc/7882-NFC6. The rate
of 130% of federal poverty level corresponds with current guidelines for federal free (not reduced) lunch eligibility.
†

This would not differ greatly from Michigan’s current approach to measuring student poverty. See “Section 31a At-Risk” (Michigan

Department of Education, 2022), https://perma.cc/7TE4-TRKA.
‡

"Costing Out the Resources Needed to Meet Michigan’s Standards and Requirements," (Augenblick, Palaich and Associates; Picus,

Odden and Associates Jan. 12, 2018), 221-223, https://perma.cc/54UY-33N2. Analysts use federally subsidized lunch eligibility as a proxy
for poverty. For descriptions of the Evidence-Based and Professional Judgment approaches used for costing out, see “School Finance
Research Project Study: Explanation of Methodologies” (School Finance Research Collaborative, 2022), https://perma.cc/D6WR-D6F6.

*

Wide variations can be seen in the performance of Michigan schools with similar rates of students who are eligible for free lunch

assistance, as measured in the Mackinac Center’s Context and Performance Report Cards, available here:
https://www.mackinac.org/depts/epi/performance.aspx.
†

These are Michigan Senate Bills 410 and 411 of 2021. For more information, see Kathryn Summers, “Special Education Millage”

(Michigan Senate Fiscal Agency, June 8, 2021), https://perma.cc/W2WA-ZCUM.

*

This approach represents a more ambitious version of a proposal to increase the section 56 equity categorical recommended in the

“Special Education Funding Subcommittee Report” (State of Michigan, November 2017), 9, https://perma.cc/S4B4-9NUS.
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